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Abstract

The amount and variety of information currently available online is astounding.
Information can be found covering any subject and is accessible from any part of
the globe. While this is beneficial for countless purposes, whether they be in
understanding situations or for making decisions, the sheer amount of information
has led to significant problems in information overload. As humans, we are simply
unable to consume, reason about, and act on such a vast quantity of information in a
timely manner. This is especially true in cases where gathering a quick understanding
or awareness of a situation is desirable, or even required. In this article, therefore, we
aim to investigate an approach to helping address this problem, which builds on our
previous research in the area of assessing and presenting the trustworthiness of online
information. Specifically, this article examines the capability of tag (or word) clouds,
coloured according to the trustworthiness of the contexts in which they appear, in
supporting an individual’s understanding of a situation. The novelty of this work is in
the application of such tag clouds to a new decision-making context, and engaging in
a critical, user-based assessment of their use. To comment briefly on our findings, we
note that there is potentially a significant value to be gained in the application of this
technique, in providing a quick, helpful and accurate overview of a situation. This could
be exploited by the public at large, but possibly even in more official investigative or
crisis-management scenarios.

Keywords: Information trustworthiness, Tag clouds, Communicating trustworthiness,
Situational awareness, Decision-making, Social-media content, Risk communication
Introduction
Advances in technology have reshaped the world that we live in. One major example

of this is the Internet and new platforms such as Web X.0, which enable content to be

accessed and published from anywhere, at any time and by anyone across the globe.

Unfortunately, as a society, we have reached a point where there is simply too vast a

quantity of information available for it all to be accessed and properly considered by

an individual [1]. This applies to existing bodies of information but especially to infor-

mation about new and ongoing events. Consider the 2013 Boston bombings where

shortly after the explosions went off, tweets about the attack reached 44,000 per

minute [2]. It would be impossible for an individual to read that many tweets in a

timely manner, not to mention combining their information to better understand the
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situation. To exacerbate matters, research and various example cases have demon-

strated that information online is often of varying levels of quality and trustworthiness

[3]. As a result, not only are users of online information faced with too much informa-

tion to consume but they also need to be particularly careful in what information they

base their decisions on.

In this paper, we aim to tackle issues that users of online information face by investi-

gating a layered information presentation approach to support an individual’s under-

standing of a situation. Specifically, we examine the ability of tag clouds, coloured

according to the trustworthiness of the set of messages they are found in, to enhance

the situational awareness of an individual. A tag cloud, or word cloud, is a technique

used to visualise textual data, where word size, colour or positioning can be used to

indicate characteristics of the words (e.g., frequency or prominence) in relation to the text.

Considering this ability, a prime application of tag clouds has been the creation and dis-

play of summaries of large amounts of text [4]. Our approach aims to combine the sum-

mary capability of this technique with our previous work on assessing the trustworthiness

of information [7, 8], so as to create specialised clouds with words (or parts thereof)

coloured according to the trustworthiness of the underlying content (i.e., the different

information items used to generate the cloud). Our core goal is to develop and then

evaluate the use of such an approach in summarising large amounts of information and

then providing individuals with a quick, helpful and accurate overview of the situation.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we reflect on exist-

ing research in the domain of information quality and trustworthiness, and visualisation

techniques to communicate information. Section 3 introduces and explains the concept

of coloured tag clouds and discusses how they might be used for situational awareness.

We then outline the experiment that was conducted to investigate the usefulness of the

coloured tag clouds in Section 4, while Section 5 presents and discusses the results of

the experiment. Finally, Section 6 concludes the article and highlights avenues for fu-

ture work.

Reflecting on the state of the art
The concepts of information quality and trustworthiness have attracted the interest of

the research community for some time. Keeton et al. [9] focus on identifying how rele-

vant information is for its intended use to determine its quality, whereas they perceive

trustworthiness as an extension to the quality of information [10]. Wang and Strong

identify various factors that can be used to determine the quality of information and

how much to trust it, including accuracy (information is correct), objectivity (it is un-

biased), relevancy (applicable and helpful), believability (regarded as true and credible),

timeliness (age of the data is appropriate), completeness (sufficient breadth, depth and

scope), and reputation (trusted in terms of source) [11]. Researchers have explored

these factors further by concentrating on specific areas where trust is important. Rieh

and Belkin [12] for example, focus on the quality of information on the Web and iden-

tify factors influencing people’s judgement.

Defining the quality and respective trustworthiness of information is of paramount

importance, but the question of how this information will be communicated to users

also poses many challenges, for instance, that of information overload. The fields of risk

communication and system usability can be used to provide solutions to some of these
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issues and many researchers have proposed best practice guidance [13] and instructions

on using effective visuals [14, 15]. For example, Chevalier et al. focus on visuals and

more specifically, on using graphs and charts as the means to assist users in assessing

the quality of content [16]. Idris et al. consider the use of traffic-lights [17], and Adler

et al. advocate changing the background colour of related text to indicate content trust

[18]. A more recent article by Volk et al. extend current visualisations, including some

of our own, and propose a trust visualisation based on radar plots and pie charts [19].

Their approach concurrently shows multiple trust scores along with an aggregated trust

score, and also includes a reliability measure for every trust score graphically, in the

form of a certainty score.

To our knowledge, there is no existing research that considers the use of tag clouds

as means to communicate the trustworthiness of information. Tag clouds have been

heavily used in social and collaborative software [20], especially for summarising results

[21]. Hearst and Rosner provide evidence that tag clouds assist in identifying what a

group of people is interested in and how these interests may change over time. In

addition, tag clouds have been perceived as popular and fun [22]. Other research, such

as Halvey and Keane, focus on how various properties of tag clouds (i.e.

alphabetization, usage of larger fonts) can be utilised to assist users in finding tags and

relevant information [23]. In this article therefore, we aim to explore the various useful

properties of tag clouds to assess whether they can be used to efficiently and effectively

communicate the trustworthiness of online content.

Colouring of tag clouds and their context of use
Tag clouds represent an intriguing way in which textual data can be summarised and

visualised; this could be especially useful where there are large volumes of data (e.g., in

ongoing crisis situations). In this article, we propose combining this technique with our

previous research on the topic of analysing and presenting the trustworthiness of online

information [7, 8]. The presumed workflow would be as follows:

� First, information about a particular situation (for instance, an ongoing crisis)

would be gathered from online sources (e.g., social media and news sites) by our

existing system [8];

� Next, the system would measure the trustworthiness of each piece of information

using a range of trustworthiness metrics;

� Finally, once each information item is assigned with a trustworthiness score (our

previous work used a traffic-light system to indicate the score for each tweet), the

items would be processed to generate a tag cloud with words coloured according to

the trustworthiness of the messages where they are found.

Figure 1 presents an example of such a tag cloud based on data adapted from the

2011 UK Riots.

This specialised cloud has the same properties of a basic tag cloud, in that, the size of

words indicates their frequency across the set of information items. The main differ-

ence is its use of red-, yellow- and green-coloured words to indicate the trustworthiness

of the information item (e.g., Twitter post) in which they appear. In some cases, as

shown in Fig. 1, where a word is used in items of varying levels of trustworthiness, we



Fig. 1 An example of a coloured tag cloud based data from the UK Riots of 2011
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colour characters within the word. Therefore, green coloured characters in a word give

an initial indication of the times the word is used within highly trustworthy content,

and similar situations for yellow (with medium trustworthiness) and red (with low

trustworthiness); this, therefore, works like a pie chart where in this case the word is

the ‘pie’ and proportions are according to trustworthiness. Our approach to determine

the number of characters to colour (green, yellow or red) is based generally on trust-

worthiness of the information items which contain the word and their prevalence. For

instance, if most of the items that contain the word are of high trustworthiness, then

the word in the tag cloud will be mostly green. If there is a roughly even split in the

trustworthiness of items using the word (i.e., one third of the statements are highly

trustworthy, one third are of medium trustworthiness and one third are of low trust-

worthiness), then the word will be coloured in the same way (i.e., one third of charac-

ters will be green, one third yellow and one third red). The only exception to this is

where we have to accommodate for practical limitations, for example, where there are

only a few (e.g., three) characters in a word, or only a single item representing one level

of trustworthiness.

To take Fig. 1 as an example, it is clear that the most frequently mentioned word

across the set of information items is ‘Birmingham’. However, most of these informa-

tion items are rated with low levels of trustworthiness (hence a higher percentage of

red characters in the word ‘Birmingham’). From this, one might infer that based on the

information to hand possibly nothing is happening in that location, but instead, that

there is unrest more broadly in the UK, given that content with ‘UKRiot’ is used mostly

in medium-to-high trustworthiness content (given most of the word’s characters are

green or yellow). Of course, this might not truly be the case; it is important to consider

the complete set of words and to delve into the detail in the related information items

to form a good judgement of what might actually be occurring in such a situation. In

the next section we outline an experiment which looks to assess the utility of such tag

clouds and their value at assisting an individual’s situational awareness.
Experimenting with coloured tag clouds
Overview and research questions

To investigate the usefulness of coloured tag clouds as a means to provide an overview

of a situation, we designed a user-based experiment. There were four main activities.
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The first activity involved recruiting individuals. In the second activity, we engaged with

participants to brief them on coloured tag clouds, how they work (e.g., meaning of

word sizing and colours) and what they aim to communicate. The next activity con-

sisted of gathering feedback from participants on a set of pre-defined tag clouds; for

this study, we used an adapted Twitter dataset from the 2011 UK Riots [24], where the

tweets had been classified according to their trustworthiness (high, medium or low). In

terms of feedback, we specifically asked participants to use only the information

available on screen to decide what they thought was happening in the situation

(represented by the tag cloud). This was then to be communicated to us in one sentence.

Participants had 4 min to consider the tag cloud and any specific information in

tweets, before they needed to provide feedback. Each participant was presented with

eight screens, each with a differently coloured tag cloud. After completion, participants

were asked to complete a questionnaire and were interviewed to gather their general

thoughts about the interface. Our research questions were:

� Can tag clouds with words coloured according to the trustworthiness of related

content facilitate a quick, accurate and helpful overview of a scenario/situation?

� And, as a secondary aim, how do individuals react to these specialised tag clouds

generally? Were they considered useful or were they even more confusing than

facing large amounts of text?

These questions were used to guide the design and method underlying the

experiment.
Participants

In total, 42 individuals (24 females, 18 males, Mage = 22.57, age range: 18–40 years)

participated in the experiment. These individuals were recruited from the cities of

Oxford and Coventry in the UK through the distribution of flyers and posts on

notice boards. Participants were from a variety of professions and disciplines, and

compensation was provided for participation.
Experiment design

The experiment was structured around eight screens, or Content sets, each displaying a

coloured tag cloud. These tag clouds were generated from four sets of tweets related to

specific situations of unrest during the 2011 UK Riots. The screens displayed content as

follows: Content sets 1 and 2 contained tweets about unrest in Birmingham, Content sets

3 and 4 presented tweets about unrest in Tottenham, Content sets 5 and 6 focused on un-

rest in Manchester, and Content sets 7 and 8 covered tweets from Islington. There were

30 tweets within each set. To control the experiment, and thus ensure that participants

were able to make useful conclusions about the situations presented in the coloured tag

clouds, we selected specific related tweets with pre-defined levels of trustworthiness to

constitute the sets. Each content set contained a majority of one level of trustworthiness

(15 items) and a minority of the other two levels (ten items and five items respectively).

We set up content sets to have essentially the same information (i.e., Content sets 1

and 2, sets 3 and 4, sets 5 and 6, and sets 7 and 8) to allow us to examine whether
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participants might react differently if the trustworthiness of certain information is

modified (while keeping the information itself identical). For instance, does chan-

ging the asserted trustworthiness of items (and thus, the colours of words in the

tag clouds) mean that participants will change their opinion on what is happening

in a particular situation? A positive answer would mean that tag clouds coloured

by trustworthiness might be a useful tool at accurately summarising a large amount

of information.

A screenshot of the tag cloud for Content set 1 is shown in Fig. 2 – this displays the

cloud on the 10” Motorola Xoom tablet used for the experiments. In these clouds,

colours indicate trustworthiness and the size of a word indicates its frequency amongst

the set of tweets in that set. The right side pane presents a scrollable list of the tweets

used, similar to our previous experiments ([7]) where each tweet is assigned a level of

trustworthiness, presented by a traffic light (green, yellow and red, relate to high,

medium and low trustworthiness content respectively). Another feature of the tag cloud

is that clicking/tapping words allowed filtering of the information items in the right

side bar. Therefore, tapping “street” in Fig. 2 filtered the content in the list and only

content with the word “street” appeared. Tapping multiple words would create a filter

where items would be shown only if they contain all of the words selected. Participants

were fully briefed of these options, the meaning of colours in the tag cloud and basic

tag cloud properties (as mentioned above), before the experiment.

The format of the experiment involved presenting participants with the tag clouds

for each of the content sets, and asking them a series of feedback questions. The first

question was: “Based on the information presented on the screen, please describe in

one sentence what you think is happening?” Next, participants were asked what words

they would tap on to find out more about the situation. Finally, after tapping a few

words and reading the filtered content in the side bar, participants were given the

opportunity to revise or replace their initial sentence. All of the sentences, words,

comments and feedback provided were recorded.
Fig. 2 Screenshot Content set 1’s tag cloud
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Results and discussion
To analyse the data gathered, we considered each content set separately and the feed-

back that was received from participants about it. We started by comparing the re-

sponses received for the first question. In cases where the sentences provided (or

spoke about) the contents of the high and medium trusted content, this was noted as

agreement with these sets. Conversely, where the sentences covered topics related to

low-trustworthiness content (or indeed topics not in the data at all), this was

considered as disagreement. Broadly speaking, we interpreted agreement to mean that

participants were able to achieve a quick and reasonably accurate overview of the

situation using the cloud. This is therefore a positive result indicating that the tag

clouds were useful at supporting situational awareness.

Next, we examined the words chosen by participants from the tag cloud. We were

interested in what words participants were choosing and why. For example, did

participants focus on words because of their colour, size, or some other factor? We

therefore tallied the words supplied and assessed the features of those words as well as

the justifications supplied by individuals as to why they chose them.

Finally, a second assessment, similar to the one used with the first sentence, was

applied to the second sentence. We were keen to determine whether (and how many)

participants changed their sentences after actually reading content, thereby indicating

that the tag cloud did not give them a good grasp of the situation. If there was a poor

initial understanding of the situation followed by substantial change in sentences –

particularly if new sentences were more in agreement with high and medium trust-

worthy content – this could indicate that the tag clouds might have been misleading. That

is, instead of helping, they had led people to a potentially undesirable overview of the

situation. Below we present that set-by-set analysis.
Content set 1

In Content set 1, a majority (85 %) of study participants provided statements in agree-

ment with the high and medium trustworthy content. This was a noteworthy finding,

as it supported the case for tag clouds and was evidence towards answering the

research question positively. Statements that did not agree tended to focus more on the

less trustworthy content, intertwined with assumptions about what could be happening

in the scene. For example, in the cloud of the Content set 1 (see Fig. 2), ethnicities were

mentioned, and from this, one participant deduced the summary sentence: “The riots

are very violent and racism is a factor”. This conclusion, however, was contrary to

reports from the high and medium-trustworthiness content.

Regarding the words chosen, these are shown below – frequencies of selection are

bracketed (Table 1).

Comparing the most frequently selected words to the cloud, a pattern in participants’

choices was revealed. ‘Birmingham’, for example, was the biggest word in the cloud and

was used in some highly trustworthy, but a majority of medium trustworthy content; thus

likely selected for size and trustworthiness. This was confirmed once we had consulted

the reasons given by participants for that word choice. Often they stated that its size

played a key part, even though it was not fully trustworthy, and also in the case of

‘Birmingham’, the fact that it was a location. Location was important because, if



Table 1 Content set 1: Words selected by participants and their frequencies

Arrest (13) Looting (2)

Asian (2) Murder (30)

Better (1) Muslim (5)

Birmingham (18) Pakistani (4)

Breaking (2) Police (13)

Death (3) Riot (8)

Definitely (2) Risk (4)

Green (1) Street (3)

Hope (1) UKriot (7)

Killed (4) Violence (2)

Knife (1) Young (1)
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they were in Birmingham, they would access content containing that word to discover

more about the events or potential riots in Birmingham. If they cared about another loca-

tion, the word might not have been that relevant. ‘Police’ was also selected for its size and

its mention in almost entirely trustworthy content. Additionally, participants stated that

they desired to know what exactly police were doing in the situation. Were police absent,

hence the riots? Were they present, or had they regained control of a riot situation?

The word ‘murder’ was also of interest to participants. In general, the key motivational

factors were: size (it was reasonably large), positive trustworthiness, and affect or emotion.

According to participants, emotion was very important in their choice. They found ‘mur-

der’ to be “shocking”, “very serious” and highly emotive and therefore, when they saw it,

they wanted to find out more. Similar reasoning was also given for words ‘death’ and

‘killed’. Another word which was moderately popular to participants was ‘arrest’. The rea-

son reported for this was its colour – it was the only word used exclusively in highly trust-

worthy content. From the brief analysis of this content set, several encouraging patterns

could already be seen. These emphasised the importance of factors such as size, colour,

meaning and emotion, on participants’ word-focus and selection decisions.

When asked about the second sentence (i.e., after they had time to tap on words and

read actual content), only 24 % of participants opted to significantly change their ori-

ginal sentences. This suggested that a majority of individuals were satisfied that the tag

cloud gave them a good initial take on the situation such that they did not need to alter

their decision. Given that most of the initial sentences matched the content from trust-

worthy sources, this was a noteworthy finding. In situations where there was a small

change, this was mainly to add more detail or further refine original opinions. As such,

the cloud could still be seen to give a reasonable preliminary overview that could be

suitably refined after reading the information content in detail.

Lastly, we noted that after incorporating the feedback on the second sentences, 88 %

of people provided sentences that agreed with trustworthy content. This demonstrated

an expected increase in understanding given the additional information supplied.
Content set 2

In Fig. 3, we present a screenshot of the system used to represent Content set 2's data.

Here we found that 78 % of participants were able to supply summary sentences in



Fig. 3 Screenshot Content set 2’s tag cloud
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agreement with the situation’s ground truth. Sentences that did not agree appeared to

place emphasis on words with some level of trustworthiness but almost the same level

of untrustworthiness, ‘Pakistani’ and ‘Tottenham’ are two examples. This, however, is

understandable given the presence of some positive degree of trustworthiness. Other

sentences focused on lower trustworthy content or made too many assumptions about

what might have been occurring. Words selected are shown in Table 2.

The most prevalent three words selected for this set, were ‘Birmingham’, ‘looting’ and

‘violence’. ‘Birmingham’ was selected for the same reasons as before, but according to

participants, especially because of its size – being the biggest word – and not its trust-

worthiness. For ‘looting’, the most frequently chosen word, participants stated that its

mostly green colour and slightly large size were the primary reasons for selection. We

hypothesize that colour rather than size, and potentially the meaning of words were
Table 2 Content set 2: Words selected by participants and their frequencies

Anger (1) Muslim (1)

Asian (1) Ongoing (1)

Better (1) Outside (2)

Birmingham (17) Person (3)

Charged (1) Police (5)

Community (3) Riot (10)

Death (5) Street (5)

Definitely (2) Tottenham (1)

Killed (2) Twitter (3)

Knife (4) Ukriot (6)

Looting (20) Violence (12)

Man (1) Young (1)

Murder (9) Youth (1)
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also factors in participants’ decisions, which is why larger words with more neutral con-

notations such as ‘street’ and ‘person’ did not feature as heavily.

According to participants, the preference for ‘violence’ was largely based on its colour

and to a small extent the emotion it elicited from individuals (e.g., how violent is the

situation?). This selection was interesting because it was preferred over bigger words such

as ‘murder’. One reason for this might be the colouring of ‘murder’ or more specifically,

the fact that it was hardly used in content of any reasonable degree of trustworthiness.

Compared to Content set 1, the impact of the difference in colouring can be clearly seen.

Unsurprisingly therefore, the main reason participants gave as to why they selected

‘murder’ in Content set 2 was because of the emotion it elicited and on occasion, its size –

not colour. The effect of colour on selection can also be seen in other words such as

‘person’ and ‘community’ (increases in trustworthiness and also selection frequency in set 2)

and ‘police’ (decreases in trustworthiness and consequently in participants’ preference).

After word selection and browsing content, only 22 % of participants made a notable

change to their original sentences. Again, this was encouraging given the largely accur-

ate initial judgements by individuals. At times, changes provided sentences in agree-

ment with the trustworthy content whereas at other times, they disagreed.

Disagreement was primarily linked to including more information than was in the con-

tent and making at times sensible but unsubstantiated assumptions. Similarly to Set 1,

where smaller changes were made in the second sentences, these were for refinement

purposes. Finally, we found that after being allowed to update their sentences 78 % of

people were in agreement. This matched the percentage the tag cloud received on its

own and could therefore be seen as a positive result – i.e., the tag cloud alone per-

formed just as well as the cloud plus detailed content.
Content set 3

For Content set 3, shown in Fig. 4, we found that almost all participants (95 %) pro-

duced initial sentences which were in agreement with the ground truth of the situation.

This high proportion was not particularly surprising given that only five of the 30

information items in the content set were of low trustworthiness. A notable point here

was the occasional inability of individuals to gauge the correct level of an activity or

situation. For example, ‘looting’ was green, but was there a significant amount of looting

or one isolated incident of looting? This might also be applied to other cases including

whether a situation was very dangerous or not at all dangerous, highlighting some of

the limitations of assessing tag clouds. Table 3 shows the words chosen.

The reasons for the words selected for this content set matched several of the previ-

ous justifications. For top words such as ‘Tottenham’, ‘police’ and ‘looter’, their size, sig-

nificant trustworthiness and meaning (i.e., the understanding they added to a situation)

all played a key part. The word ‘dangerous’ (which was used in 2/3rds highly trust-

worthy content) featured substantially ahead of words such as ‘Haringey’ (a word only

mentioned in highly trustworthy content), report (mostly highly trusted) and officer

(mostly highly trusted). One reason quoted was the word’s ability to help understand

the situation and how dangerous and serious it was. Some participants were also inter-

ested in finding out why there was such a clear split between the type of sources men-

tioning the word, i.e., why were some highly trustworthy yet others not trustworthy.



Fig. 4 Screenshot Content set 3’s tag cloud
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One participant’s theory was that maybe one set of sources were saying it was very dan-

gerous and another set saying it was not dangerous – this therefore repeated the point

made above.

Participants seemed satisfied with their initial interpretations of the tag cloud, as only

12 % wanted to notably change their summary. More than before, participants’ new

sentences gravitated towards the highly trustworthy content. Thus, participants had

read this information whilst browsing, and were convinced enough to update their

sentences. Less significant sentence refinements also resulted in sentences focused on

more highly trustworthy content. A potential reason for this might have been the large

amount of highly trusted content which led to more substantial impact on their

opinions. To compare the full set of sentences (after allowing for updates) with the

trustworthy data set content, there was no change in the amount of agreeable sentences.
Table 3 Content set 3: Words selected by participants and their frequencies

Apparently (2) Normal (6)

Attacking (1) Officer (4)

Birmingham (1) Person (1)

Borough (1) Police (23)

Car (1) Report (1)

Clashing (1) Riot (9)

Dangerous (9) Risk (5)

Disturbance (5) Scene (1)

Fire (1) Stay (2)

Haringey (1) Street (3)

Home (1) Tottenham (21)

London (4) Ukriot (2)

Looter (12) Violence (4)

Looting (1) Worst (2)
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Content set 4

For Content set 4, as presented in Fig. 5, we discovered that 85 % of the participants

agreed with high and medium trustworthy information content. Errors comparable to

those described in previous sections regarding assumptions were apparent in the con-

tingent that did not agree. There were also two cases where ‘Birmingham’ was wrongly

mentioned as the location of an event. Participants were possibly drawn to it because

of its use in only medium trustworthy content, but the conclusions they made were not

in line with what the medium and high trustworthy content were actually reporting.

The words selected are below (Table 4).

As shown above, ‘Tottenham’ and ‘police’ were the most selected words and the rea-

sons for their selection matched those in preceding sections (i.e., size, trustworthiness

combination, situation understanding and location). Compared to Content set 3, the

impact of the varying levels of trustworthiness was clearly visible. For example, there

was an increase in the selections of ‘attacking’, ‘street’ and ‘violence’ (to match greater

trustworthiness) but a decrease in the choices of ‘dangerous’, ‘disturbance’ and ‘risk’

(to match a decrease in trustworthiness). The changes in frequency of ‘risk’ and

‘street’ were especially intriguing as there were only slight changes to the percentage of

letters coloured in a specific colour; it was therefore encouraging to see participants

recognise and respond to this. This, however, was not always the outcome as with the case

of ‘Birmingham’ (greater trustworthiness in Content set 3 but a slightly greater frequency

in set 4). Words that did not change colour much, received roughly the same number of

selections, thus alluding to some level of consistency in decisions. ‘Tottenham’ and ‘riot’

are examples of this.

There were also fewer participants (only 7 %) that desired to substantially change

their initial sentences. Most of the changes made were updating sentences to reflect

what individuals read after their browsing of content. Although there was some evi-

dence to support individuals correcting their initial inaccurate statements, unfortu-

nately, some individuals with incorrect statements still maintained their opinion. With
Fig. 5 Screenshot Content set 4’s tag cloud



Table 4 Content set 4: Words selected by participants and their frequencies

Apparently (3) Night (2)

Area (1) Officer (1)

Attacking (6) Person (3)

Birmingham (2) Police (20)

Car (1) Report (1)

Clashing (1) Riot (11)

Dangerous (2) Rioter (3)

Disturbance (1) Risk (1)

Fire (2) Serious (3)

Gang (3) Stay (4)

Haringey (1) Street (7)

London (1) Tottenham (23)

Loot (1) Ukriot (1)

Looter (9) Violence (11)

Looting (1) Worst (1)
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updated sentences considered, 90 % of participants were in agreement with the trust-

worthy content, demonstrating a reasonable increase given the detailed content they

eventually had available.

Content set 5

Unlike the other sets, Content set 5 allowed us to focus and assess how well partici-

pants were able to respond to differences in trustworthiness where tense (i.e., either

historic – “something was happening”, or present – “something is happening”) was the

key factor. The related screenshot is shown in Fig. 6. From the data, it was apparent

that because of this aspect, participants had difficulty in accurately (according to

trustworthiness) describing what was occurring. As such, only 51 % of individuals

supplied sentences that agreed with high or medium trustworthy content; this was a

significant drop compared to other content sets. The issue was not necessarily

understanding of the words on screen but the inability to spot that high and

medium trustworthy content mentioned that the riots had now ended and clean-up

activities were the main on-going activity (Table 5).

Participants largely followed previous thought processes for selecting words. There-

fore, ‘Manchester’, ‘riot’ and ‘shop’ were selected for location, size, and reasonable de-

gree of trustworthiness, while ‘clean’ and ‘ended’ although small, were key words that

conveyed meaning about the scene and had good trustworthiness.

For the follow-up sentence, 32 % of individuals decided to notably change their sen-

tences and in all except two cases, these new sentences were in agreement with trust-

worthy content. Once participants had the ability to read content, they quickly realised

their misconceptions and updated their views accordingly. This finding highlights the

potential for the tag cloud interface by itself, to mislead users. For best results, it should

be used with care, and actual content (at very least, trustworthy content) referenced for

detail of the situation. This increase in understanding could be seen in the revised full

set of sentences, where there were 66 % of participants agreeing with trustworthy con-

tent. This was a clear increase from the initial 51 %.



Fig. 6 Screenshot Content set 5’s tag cloud
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Content set 6

In Content set 6, as shown in Fig. 7, 78 % of participants reported statements that agreed

with trustworthy content. Those who did not supply content in agreement with the

ground truth of the situation were split between people that listened to untrustworthy

information and people who made assumptions about what was happening in the

situation (Table 6).

Regarding the selection of words, typical reasons re-emerged, hence the prevalence of

words such as ‘Manchester’, ‘police’, ‘shop’, ‘riot’ and ‘violence’. Comparing this set’s

selections to those of set 5, differences in trustworthiness were seen to lead to spikes

and drops in choices. Words that increased where trustworthiness positively changed

included: ‘police’, ‘violence’ and ‘shop’. Conversely, where trustworthiness in the words

‘clean’, ‘ended’ and ‘centre’ diminished, so did their frequency of selection. What

was more interesting however, was the fact that small changes in trustworthiness

(i.e., change in the colour of two letters) did have an impact, as seen with the

word ‘police’; undoubtedly, this also has a link to the size of the word, particularly

in this case. ‘Shop’ also exhibited a similar feature although its change was arguably more

profound – moving from 50 % trustworthy to 75 %.
Table 5 Content set 5: Words selected by participants and their frequencies

Boarded (4) Manchesterriot (2)

Centre (6) Police (10)

City (2) Riot (22)

Clean (9) Shame (2)

Ended (8) Shop (11)

Justice (3) Street (1)

Looter (7) Ukriot (3)

Looting (6) Violence (2)

Manchester (24) Youth (1)



Fig. 7 Screenshot Content set 6’s tag cloud
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The results of the second sentence suggest that only 15 % of participants provided

completely different sentences, since they were satisfied with their original interpreta-

tions. Changes that occurred were simple additions of further detail. Comparing the full

set of sentences, only 76 % agreed with high or medium trustworthy content. Although

this is a small difference (2 % fewer than the original figure), it could suggest that

people had a slightly better grasp of this particular situation using only the tag cloud.

This may however, be also linked to a difficulty in finding and believing content where

there are only a few items with acceptable degrees of trustworthiness.
Content set 7

For Content set 7, 78 % of participants’ sentences agreed with medium or high trust-

worthy content; the corresponding system screenshot is presented in Fig. 8. Of those

sentences that disagreed, there appeared to be a particular misunderstanding of the role

that Blackberry played in the scenario. For example, one person commented, “London's

Blackberry factory is hit by riots”, while another mentioned “Riot concerning Blackberry
Table 6 Content set 6: Words selected by participants and their frequencies

Boarded (1) Rioting (8)

Centre (1) Scene (2)

City (2) Shame (1)

Ended (1) Shop (18)

Looter (4) Street (1)

Looting (4) Uk (1)

Manchester (25) Ukriot (6)

Police (18) Video (1)

Report (1) Violence (13)

Riot (14) Youth (1)



Fig. 8 Screenshot Content set 7’s tag cloud
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calmed by British police” – actually, ‘Blackberry’ was assisting the police to track down,

catch and arrest rioters and looters. Although the first sentence includes an assumption

(i.e., ‘factory’ was not a word within the cloud), it shows a reasonable thought process

as all the other words are in the cloud and are reasonably trustworthy. This is exempli-

fied in the second sentence where the words are all either big or possess a good degree

of trustworthiness. Here we see a good example of how the tag cloud might be misread.

Below, we present the words selected (Table 7).

Participants appeared to focus heavily on words with either complete trustworthiness

(i.e., ‘Blackberry’ or ‘riot’) or words that were big, moderately trustworthy and conveyed in-

teresting meaning and insight into the situation (i.e., ‘police’). According to participants,

‘Blackberry’ was also important for them to understand why it was there and how it fit the

context of the riot situation. It was interesting that words such as ‘murder’ and ‘death’ were

not selected that often even though they were only used within highly trustworthy content,
Table 7 Content set 7: Words selected by participants and their frequencies

Arrest (2) London (4)

Arrested (3) Looter (2)

Blackberry (32) Murder (4)

Calmed (3) News (3)

Charge (1) Person (1)

Control (2) Police (22)

Crowd (1) Progress (1)

Death (2) Questions (1)

Disorder (1) Rim (1)

Hacker (4) Riot (19)

Help (7) Uk (1)

Hit (1) Ukriot (7)

Islington (3)
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and in the past were viewed as very emotive words that made participants want to find out

more. We were not able to investigate this further, and therefore can only hypothesize that

when faced with a large number of higher trustworthy and bigger words (or a lesser

trustworthiness but still a bigger size), these words may not be that cognitively salient.

Only 15 % of participants provided completely different second sentences. The cloud

could therefore be seen as a reasonably good tool at supplying a quick overview

that participants were satisfied with even after viewing detailed content. Of the less

notable changes made, again, these only sought to add detail to previous perceptions.

Considering the change overall, it meant that 90 % of individuals (an increase of 12 % over

initial sentences) provided sentences that agreed with the tag cloud and the content

specified in the sidebar list.
Content set 8

For Content set 8, presented in Fig. 9, 68 % of participants understood the situation

being overviewed. Difficulties arose from misunderstanding how ‘Blackberry’ was in-

volved. For example, one sentence read, “There is looting/violence in Islington and

Blackberry have been hacking people's phones”. Actually however, according to trustworthy

content, Blackberry was being attacked by hackers. Location also arose as a lesser issue,

that is, participants seemed to think that events were primarily occurring in ‘Islington’,

rather than making general comments about ‘London’. An understandable reason for this

could be that the majority of the word ‘Islington’ is in green, more so than the word

‘London’. Participants might therefore have preferred this word in their sentences (Table 8).

Comparing the words to those from Content set 7, the impact of changes in trust-

worthiness was clear. Words, ‘arrest’, ‘help’, ‘Islington’ which increased in trustworthiness,

all received a higher amount of selections. Whereas, ‘Blackberry’, ‘murder’, ‘riot’ and

‘calmed’ which had less trustworthiness, elicited a lower selection frequency. Subtle

increases in trustworthiness were also reflected to a small degree in word choices, one
Fig. 9 Screenshot Content set 8’s tag cloud



Table 8 Content set 8: Words selected by participants and their frequencies

Arrest (5) Looter (5)

Blackberry (18) Looting (1)

Concern (1) Metropolitan (1)

Continue (2) Murder (1)

Control (4) News (1)

Crowd (1) Police (23)

Disorder (1) Privacy (1)

Hacker (6) Progress (2)

Help (10) Riot (2)

Islington (11) Rioting (2)

Knife (2) Street (1)

London (3) Ukriot (8)
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example is the word ‘police’ where one letter was changed from yellow to green which

resulted in one increased selection. Of course however, an increase by one in the

frequency of selection could be justified by expectable variance or chance, which is why

our work focuses more on greater variances.

Only 24 % of participants significantly changed their summaries. Of these, half

(5 people) provided sentences that did not fit with high or medium trustworthy

content. People that made smaller changes to their content mainly focused on

supplementing their original sentences with further detail. Finally, after accommodating

for updates in sentences, 71 % of participants supplied overviews that agreed with

trustworthy content, showing a slight increase over the 68 % based on only the tag cloud.

This percentage was not higher given that individuals had the opportunity to read actual

content, but we were not able to ascertain a general hypothesis for this.

Reflecting on the complete experiment

Reflecting on the complete results, there are several noteworthy findings. The first of

these pertains to the general utility of the coloured tag cloud and how successful it was in

conveying an overview of a scenario. In a majority of content sets, study participants –

most of which were new to tag clouds – were able to review the cloud and to feedback

coherent summary sentences capturing what was likely to be occurring. This was a signifi-

cant finding for our research and the use of such clouds in these situations. Moreover, this

finding allowed us to answer our main research question positively, which is, that tag

clouds with words coloured according to the trustworthiness of related content can facili-

tate a quick and helpful overview of a scenario.

The analysis of the qualitative data, both from the questionnaire and the interviews,

enhanced our belief that tag clouds provide a quick overview of the situation. From the

42 participants who were requested to fill in the questionnaire, 32 responded that the

tag cloud was helpful and easy to use. Participants who considered tag cloud as

confusing were mainly puzzled by the colouring of the words, sometimes linking

the red colour with danger and the green with safety rather than with the degree

of trustworthiness of information. This is an observation worth further consideration in

the future as it might highlight the potential for misunderstandings with a prospective

physical situation awareness tool.
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During the experiment, we also gathered data to identify and support the importance

of features of a word that influenced which words participants focused on and eventu-

ally selected (for purposes of gaining detail). These included word size (the bigger the

word, the more often it was mentioned in the tweets), trustworthiness colour (words

with greater trustworthiness tended to be preferred), meaning (words that appeared to

provide more insight into the state of a situation tended to capture people’s attention,

e.g., ‘police’ and ‘arrest’), and emotion invoked (in some cases, participants found words

that described shocking and very serious events, such as murder or killings, worthy of

their consideration).

While the size of the word was expected to be clearly understood, it was encouraging

to see a notable impact of trustworthiness colour on word selections. This was espe-

cially noticeable when comparing content sets where words and their size remained the

same, but the trustworthiness of words changed. The meaning and emotion factors

were an intriguing finding since they presented a new, but understandable, justification

for participants’ choices. In retrospect, one can understand accessing a word not neces-

sarily because of its trustworthiness or size, but because it is: (i) insightful and could

provide further detail and context for what’s happening; or (ii) so serious, that any

potential of it occurring would affect a person’s decision.

During the interviews, participants also stated that tag clouds helped them focus

more on the trustworthy content and avoid being influenced by lower-trustworthiness

information. They suggested that by reading all of the information present, there was a

possibility that the lower-trustworthiness information would influence their decision

even if they tried to focus on the higher-trustworthiness content only. However, the

cloud provides a good filtering of the lower-trustworthiness sources because of

participants’ tendency to focus and tap on higher-trustworthiness words, thus having

access only to higher-trustworthiness tweets. Throughout the experiments individuals

would select a combination of words based on the size of the words and level of their

trustworthiness, but whenever these combinations ended up in lower-trustworthiness

tweets they would clear the filter without even reading the remaining tweets and try

different combinations.

Our assessment did highlight potential weaknesses and limitations of the tag cloud as

a situation overview tool as well. The first of these was apparent in the inability of par-

ticipants to gauge the amount of an activity (e.g., when people saw the word ‘looting’, it

was hard to determine whether there was a significant amount of looting or an isolated

case of looting). Similar problems also could be seen when considering negation

(i.e., “rioting is happening in London” versus “there is no rioting in London”) and

word tense (e.g., “looters are breaking shop windows” versus “looters were present

and whilst there, were breaking shop windows”). This inability often resulted in

participants misinterpreting the tag cloud and arriving at conclusions that did not

agree with trustworthy content.

In the interviews, some participants mentioned that although they believed the tag

cloud feature was useful, it had the potential to be misleading. To avoid possible misin-

terpretations, participants stated that selecting a combination of words and filtering the

available tweets would certainly improve the accuracy of their understanding of the

situation. In addition, the minority of participants who expressed difficulties in using

the clouds stated that their main issue was the uncertainty present with gathering an
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initial overview of the situation from a tag cloud of coloured words; they expressed a

clear preference for reading all the available information.

As a result of the nature of tag clouds and the level of abstraction they provide, re-

gardless of the appearance of the tag cloud and words in it, there exists potential for

misinterpretations. This was exemplified perfectly in one content set in particular,

where a participant produced a sentence made from reasonably large and mostly highly

trustworthy words yet still did not agree with the trustworthy. The problem in this case

was not that the important words or context were absent, but rather the way in which

they were put together was not correct. This therefore highlights a greater challenge

for the application of these tag clouds when used on their own.

Overall, the results show that the coloured tag cloud can be a good and helpful tech-

nique at conveying an overview of a situation. There are, however, some limitations of

their use which should not be overlooked, since they can lead to severe misunderstand-

ings of the situation. Potentially the best approach – as was undertaken by several par-

ticipants – is to use the cloud for a quick initial summary of a large data set, but then

to reflect on detailed content items when possible, and update one’s opinions to suit.

At this point, we limit our work to the domain of crisis-management situations, where

our messages have a simple three-tiered trustworthiness score. More complex inter-

faces could be defined to test these findings further, and indeed across other contexts.

Lastly, it should be noted that although we aimed for a diverse sample of participants,

considering that we relied on volunteers, there may be some sampling bias, for in-

stance, early adopters may have been more likely to sign-up for our experiment. This

could mean therefore, that people more likely to explore, adapt and pick-up or understand

new things may have led to conclusions regarding our work that may not suit the average

user. It would be prudent therefore to rerun this experiment in the future with a more tar-

geted user group with a vested interest in this work and ideally a larger sample.

Conclusions and future work
Technological advances have enabled people to generate, access, and publish vast

amounts of content. This overwhelming amount of information cannot be processed in

a timely manner, leading to devastating results in cases where situational awareness is

of paramount importance. In this paper, we have explored the possibility of using

coloured tag clouds to communicate the trustworthiness of information and to facilitate

users gaining a quick understating of a situation.

Towards this end, we conducted an experiment where participants were presented

with an overwhelming amount of tweets and a tag cloud screen for eight different con-

texts. The clouds were coloured based on the trustworthiness of the content of the

tweets and their sources, and participants were required to provide an overview of the

situation in a very short time. It is evident from our results that most of the participants

were able to focus on the trustworthy content and provide coherent summations of what

was likely to be occurring in each scenario. Thus, tag clouds can facilitate a fast and effi-

cient overview of a situation. In addition, the use of clouds allowed participants to mostly

downgrade or even ignore untrustworthy content, which they would otherwise have had

to read, and so not to be influenced in their decisions by information of poor quality.

Future work could focus on exploring different ways of better communicating the

trustworthiness of information, since some participants suggested that the colouring
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scheme for trustworthiness may be confusing on occasion. Future research could shed

light on how to disambiguate these situations by also focusing on how to merge synonym-

ous words and how to present words in a manner that would better explain the situation

(i.e., adjacent words in a tag cloud would indicate that these appear in the same sentence

in some tweets). We would also endeavour to extend our work by conducting another

experiment with experts in managing crisis situations, such as police and fire officers

(similar to our work in [25]), to explore whether clouds can assist them in their duties by

providing quick and reliable situational awareness. This would be a targeted user group

and would also assist us in avoiding issues such as sampling bias and small sample sizes.

Another topic that could be explored in the future is whether more detailed classes

of trust values (i.e., more than three) could be mapped to a coloured tag cloud and how

might that be achieved. Expanding the mapping would allow stratified schemes with

more classes to be considered (e.g., 5 star ratings) and therefore, allow a wider applica-

tion of the clouds (e.g., possibly to review sites). We will need to be careful however,

because more levels (and colours) may confuse users and risk being more of a hin-

drance than a benefit. In the future, we will consider other techniques but will be

guided by usability research and exploratory pilot studies as to the best approach that

could deal with multiple trust classes if they exist.
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